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50*Whistle



The MPC150 indoor pet barrier keeps your pet away from a certain room, away from trash, 
off of furniture etc.… just Place the barrier transmitter near the area your pet should avoid. 
The Barrier Transmitter creates a circular radio signal hidden fence adjustable from approx 
1-8 ft in Radius. When your Pet enters the Hidden fence area, the collar will sound warning 
tone first and then Depending on the mode the collar is set to will either provide safe static 
corrections via the contact points on the collar or tone only to train and keep your pet away 
from the desired area. 

If you don’t want to change the collar’s pairing Channel when turning on, always switch on the 
collar at least 15 FT away from the TX Box etc.…

Collar Modes (Dual Function): - The collar has a dual function, Mode. 

To toggle/Change from either mode, short press the on/off button each time

Mode 1： (Tone + Static correction): - When Collar is on and is in Mode 1 the LED will 
Blink once every 5 seconds
Mode 2:    (Tone only): - When Collar is ON and is in Mode 2, LED will blink twice every 
five seconds.

Charging The Collar: -Charge the collar by removing the circular Screw and use the Charging 
Cable provided and connect to any Standard USB power port (5VDC) such as wall adapter, 
cell phone Charger, PC USB Port Etc.… always allow approx. 3-4 Hours continuous charge 
of the collar and ignore any of the charging light indicators when charging the collar. Please 
note when plugging in the collar to charge, the collar will always turn to the OFF Position 
automatically even if the collar is on before plugging in the charging cable. After charging the 
collar fully, remove the Charging cord and screw back the cover and turn the collar on by long 
pressing and holding down the on/off button for 2-3 seconds. When you see solid or Flashing 
LED Light on the collar, the collar is in the ON Position

Turning Collar ON/OFF: - To turn the collar ON or OFF Press down on the ON/OFF button 
for 2-3 seconds (Long Hold). One Beep turns the collar ON. And when you Hear 2 Beeps, the 
collar turns OFF. 
Please Note whenever the collar is Turned ON within 5 Feet of the Barrier Transmitter box 
when Barrier TX Box is ON, the collar will be Matched to MODE A or MODE B or MODEA/B 
depending on the switch position on the barrier box. Refer to Section “Programming the mode 
settings” further in the manual for more info. 



Choose the appropriate mode as required for your pet. Tip: - You May want to start with Mode 1
first and once your pet is fully trained, you may want to have it on Mode 2 if your pet can stay 
away from no go zone with audible tone only. Use Metal Prongs for Shock and use the silicone 
covers if you don’t want metal to touch dog skin. The Silicone covers will still allow the static 
correction to go through. If you don’t want any static correction use plastic covers or use the 
collar in mode 2.

Please note the MPC150 Pet Barrier has been proven safe, comfortable and effective for pets 
at least 6 months old weighing in at 5 pounds or more. It is not recommended that any pet wears 
these type of collars for more than 12 hours at a time. Collars are IP54 waterproof rated only 
and can handle light rain etc.… but dogs cannot swim with these collars

Turning ON/OFF Barrier Transmitter box and adjusting fence Radius Range: - Turn Barrier 
Transmitter box on by pressing the + Key on the box. Adjust range by increasing or decreasing
 with + and – Keys. To Turn off the Barrier Box, press – Key till the LCD Display goes off
Barrier Transmitter Box Batteries and running time: - Always Use 3 x New Good Quality AA 
non rechargeable type Batteries in the form of either alkaline or lithium type. If the Transmitter 
box is Left in the ON position all the time, you should get approx. 1.5 months’ worth of Battery 
time before the Batteries need to be replaced on the transmitter box.

Collar Battery run Time: - If Collars are left on all the time, you should get approx. 3-4 days 
Battery life from the collar before you will need to recharge the collar again with the supplied 
USB Charging Cord. 
To Conserve Battery, always switch of both the collar and the barrier transmitter box when 
not in use.

For Mode 1: - when collar enters the radio hidden fence boundary area the collar will work 
as follows: -A warning beep is emitted at 0 to 4 seconds, a beep + shock is emitted at 4 to 60 
seconds, only a warning beep is emitted at 60 to 90 seconds, a second beep + shock is emitted 
after 90 to 150 seconds, only a warning beep is emitted at 150 to 180 second, a second beep + 
shock is emitted after 180 to 240 seconds, and only a warning beep is emitted after 240 seconds 
so collar is perfectly safe for your pet to use If the dog leaves the signal fence and then enters 
the fence again, the same cycle starts all over again

For Mode2: - there is no shock/static correction, collar to beep all the time if the pet enters the 
hidden area.



Barrier Transmitter: Transmits the wireless radio signal
Barrier Area: Area that you wan to prevent your pet from gaining access to
Receiver Collar: Receives the radio signal from the Barrier Transmitter.
Contact Points: deliever the safe Progressive Static Correction when your pet enters
the Barrier Area

Progressive Static Correction (Mode 1): - when collar enters the radio hidden fence boundary 
the collar will work as follows: -
a warning beep is emitted at 0 to 4 seconds, a beep + shock is emitted at 4 to 60 seconds, 
only a warning beep is emitted at 60 to 90 seconds, a second beep + shock is emitted after 
90 to 150 seconds, only a warning beep is emitted at 150 to 180 seconds， a second beep + 
shock is emitted after 180 to 240 seconds, and only a warning beep is emitted after 240 
seconds so collar is perfectly safe for your pet to use
If the dog leaves the signal fence and then enters the fence again, the same cycle starts all 
over again

50*Whistle

2*Plastic prongs

2*Test Light Tool

long/short metal contact 
points + Silicone covers*2
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1 beeps







Hold the ON/OFF button untill it beeps once

Hold the ON/OFF button untill it beeps twice 
to turn off.

on.





2.Turn the Barrier Transmitter ON by pressing the UP (+)  button until there is a dog 
   and bar(s) displayed in the LCD window.

3.Push the switch to A,  there is dog A and bar(s) displayed in
   the LCD window then start the receiver collar, 
   it automatically enters into code matching mode 
   in 15 seconds,  If  the receiver  collar beeps, it 
   means code match succeeds. 

4.Push switch to B and use the above-mentioned 
   method to match B receiver.
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Any Help/support make contact with us at:


